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My best shot was on my last lap. I had held it out on the tight,
slippery asphalt of the final corner and every ounce of hope
had faded from my exhausted arms and legs. To my left a
black car slowly made its way up the long straight, the day
was done, there was no way I was going to get to the finish
line in one piece, I was about to head towards certain death.
The driver slowly squeezed his foot to the gas, turning the

needle to full. My heart skipped a beat, but it was too late, the
car was almost on me. I felt the wind kick up in my face, it

was so close. Then, I saw it, a pair of headlights, low,
hovering in front of the black car. I tried to lift my bike, but

the car was just to close, the driver was already trying to
brake and veer away. I did not have the strength to shout out
warnings. I hit the pavement and fell to the tarmac, still, the

car hit me hard. There was a sickening thud and then
everything went black. I remember opening my eyes, the dust
still hanging in the air. I was alright, but the race was not, and
the officials and the people who were waiting were sure I was
going to die. I could hear the motorbike behind me trying to
take the race, but it was not going to make it in time. I could
hear the racers behind me take a few laps and attempt a final
attack. I knew I was up for the challenge, but I could not see
any more as I was blinded by the bright lights. I could just
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make out the drivers coming into the final lap, but then it was
over and I had lost. The officials checked my pulse, there was

nothing. No heartbeat. I was dead, they declared. I had lost
my life in an hour that could have been spent laughing and
having fun with my friends. I laid on the cold tarmac of the

race track for almost an hour before the officials were able to
pull the car to a stop. I was pushed and I rolled off, I tried to
stand up and failed. I lay there for a few more minutes until

the officials carried me to the ambulance. I did not even have
the strength to protest. I did not have time to think about it, I
never had time to think about what happened. I knew that I

would be the talk of the town,
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